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They even went out of their way to try and appeal to the winamp/WMP style interface. Three
problems with that: 1) it's really ugly and not very versatile; 2) unless you tweak the options dialog,
there's not much use for it; 3) it crashes/does not render anything in many cases because there's no
plugin support. This was a bad decision by Konqueror and it shows. Either they should have gone the

way of KDE, or ported K-Lite Mega to linux with much more care and attention to detail (it might
have sufficed as a batch file instead of a KMPLayer installation). But it's just a pet hate of mine. I'm
trying to calm down and get over this irrational hatred. It's one of the best players ever in its ability

to stream video streams and play compressed audio files. Very intuitive and well-rounded, and it
works without downloading outside codecs. There is one minor flaw, however: the interface.

KMPlayer is a king, and the interface is a vice. It's not worth a 3-star rating. I've heard numerous
times that KMplayer (Version 2.9.1) is difficult to use, it's not, it's just that no one here will explain it
to you. And to be honest, Winamp's skinning is far too cumbersome for my tastes. What they need to
do is convert the entire top level of the screen into a pan/zoom/fit screen. This would cut the load on
the cpu and the app could run smoother. I tried to really avoid this one, but the installer would not

remember my settings so I just coudn't get a clean uninstall and let's be honest, KMplayer is already
far from easy to use at first start, so this was just frustrating. I would have happily waited for the

next beta though and let version 2.9.2 take that version's place, but it's released now.
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I started with KDE Media player 4.x and copied it's
libraries over to the kmplayer libraries and nothing
would play. After searching on the net and making

some changes I figured out some of the libraries are
not compatible. KmPlayer classic theme is pretty much
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exactly the same as VLC classic, no new functionality,
just a different skin. I was disappointed with this when
it first came out, I was thinking how nice it would be to

have a KMPlayer with themes from the beginning, I
downloaded it from the website. I uninstalled it and it
didn't work so I never tried it again. In any case, i had
to uninstall VLC before I could install KMPlayer, now I
like KMPlayer more even if it's no faster than VLC. i
would still recommend VLC though, maybe you like

KMPlayer better, you can still download it at the
website. Only real thing i didn't like about vlc was the
necessity of having to install a codec pack before, now
we are in the perfect situation, we have a.dll that will

be installed with a small installer that installs the
codec pack, so installing vlc is the same as installing
the pack. I tried out KMPlayer 3.0.0.1442 R2 and its
surprisingly decent, now I no longer have to use VLC

or MPC, KMPlayer has surpassed both of them. "Out of
the box" KMPlayer only uses about 1 MB of RAM, right
out of the box it has everything it needs, I don't have
to install codecs and I've been using it for months. I

never looked at it before but now there is no reason to
go back. I still use VLC most of the time but KMPlayer

is just all the way better, I don't need any more codecs
or VLC, even if it were my birthday I wouldn't even

think of using MPC. This one's a keeper! I can live with
VLC and I'm not completely dead set on having

KMPlayer in the long run, in the case where I do switch
back, I'll switch from KMPlayer back to VLC. Both have
their place and have their pros and cons. 5ec8ef588b
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